Eliminate Your
Manual Efforts and SpreadSheets (MESS)
Do you have these problems?
In all organizations, all industries,
large and small, each of us would
like to eliminate and replace
as many manual efforts and
spreadsheets as possible. This
is a very unwelcome four-letter
acronym in all companies: the
MESS.

THE Integrated Digital
Toolbox eliminates
and replaces Manual
Efforts and SpreadSheets
(MESS).

•

Manual efforts and processes in your business workflow that drive you crazy?

•

Unmanaged spreadsheet sprawl?

•

A growing list of multiple systems, applications, and databases that do not talk
to each other?

•

Manual or slow processes that you or others don’t really want to do and drag
you down?

Are there key gaps or shortfalls between your existing systems that you fill with
manual efforts and spreadsheets? Do your current systems fall short of your
expectations? Do you lack integrated systems across your staff, customers and
vendors?

This prebuilt, pre-integrated growing digital toolbox creates web, mobile, and
cloud configurable and custom solutions for small to medium businesses with 201,000+ users in all industries. These are delivered faster and more affordably than
traditional custom solutions and can easily scale; something that was previously
way out of reach for small to medium sized organizations. TAP solutions always
improve productivity, save money and position businesses for success in a short
period of time.

The TAP method to eliminate the MESS is simple.

1

We first gather and document details on your painful manual efforts
and spreadsheet workflows.

2

Then, we choose the needed tools from our growing Digital Toolbox to
get you 60-70% down the path to a great web, mobile, cloud solution.

3

Next, we fill in the remaining custom components and integrate the
solution with your existing systems if needed.

4

Then, we deliver the TAP Solution in a matter of weeks without breaking
the bank!

5

Lastly, we stand behind and support all TAP Solutions to ensure your
success and then work with you to repeat this process for each of your
manual efforts and spreadsheets in all your departments and teams!

Here are some TAP Solution and Success examples!
These are available as ‘out of the box’ solutions if needed.
1.

We developed an enterprise Sales/CRM solution for Independent Financial advisors and saved this organization
over 40 hours per week of manual task tracking in spreadsheets.

2.

Using our RPA digital tools, we are automating and streamlining a mid-tier Bank’s checking customer onboarding
process by 50%!

3.

Our Connect & Collaborate with Content or C3 Intranet solution has been implemented for organizations between
2,000 and up to 15,000 users improving communication by 80%.

4.

We recently streamlined a very manual and spreadsheet intensive revenue cycle reconciliation process integrating
with an Electronic Medical Record system saving over $100,000/year.

5.

A large 100 site organization had a monthly process to combine spreadsheet data from all locations. TAP automated
this process saving over 100 hours per month!

6.

And here’s a list of other Digital Tools in our toolbox to solve your specific MESS’s:

myBI

C2P

TAPAdmin

C3

iSMS

RPA

Digital
Transformation

Integration
Fabric

TRN

Support

Teams

Mobile/Social

Security
Tech Stack

Contact TAP today to get your MESS elimination started!

About TAP...theAppPlace

Facebook-square LINKEDIN TWITTER
www.TAPInnov.com

tapinnov@tapinnov.com
972.842.4554

theAppPlace (TAP) Innovations delivers cloud-based solutions for business Digital Transformation. TAP…THE
Integrated Digital Toolbox automates manual processes and greatly reduces spreadsheet sprawl, actions data
into information and performs intelligent content organization across people and entity enterprises. A growing
set of Digital Tools for Team Collaboration, CRM, Business Intelligence/Reporting, Automation, Task Management/
Workflow, and Master Data Management are web and mobile enabled and quick to fill data interoperability
gaps with core business systems. TAP Innovations solutions have been implemented to streamline business
processes for leading healthcare and financial management organizations as well as internal departments for
companies from 50 to 15,000 employees and users.
Visit www.TAPInnov.com to learn more.

